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Abstract. There are many discussions about whether emotions affect general
learning abilities, especially the memory part. There are several pieces of research
have successfully proved that emotional memories contain more accurate details
than nonemotional memories do, especially negative emotions. This paper focuses
more on whether positive emotion can successfully increase people’s memory
accuracy on verbal memories. This paper responds to this question by propos-
ing a method of manipulating emotion and testing people’s memory accuracy
under certain emotions. This paper gives evidence suggesting that positive emo-
tion wouldn’t increase people’s memory accuracy as we thought. There is only
a slight difference in memory accuracy between positively emotionally stimu-
lated people and neutrally emotionally stimulated people, and we can’t prove that
emotional cues help to increase memory retrieving accuracy.
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1 Introduction

In the last few decades, the relationship between emotion andmemory has attractedmore
and more attention from cognitive psychologists. Accordingly, the quantity of published
reports about it has increased rapidly [1].

To clarify the relationship between emotion and memory, it is significant to under-
stand the process that emotion affects memory. People have lots of events that elicit
emotions. They celebrate festivals with friends and families, date loved ones, and attend
friends’ important days, such asweddings and birthdays. Theymight experience extreme
hurt or illness and get to hospitals. These events are usually considered to be remembered
vividly and are thought to be unforgettable [2].

There is a common view that emotion is capable to enhance memory. For instance,
survivors of traumatic events have “flashbulb” memories. In emotional outburst dom-
inant (usually negative) coded information usually memory in abnormality vivid and
accurate ways. This emotion-induced memory enhancement has been shown in experi-
ments and is more likely to occur for negative events than positive ones [3]. While this
phenomenon has been studied extensively in affective science, cognitive science, and
clinical science, the nature of the effects of these emotions on memory processes is still
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subject to considerable debate. There is some debate about, what aspects of memory do
emotions improve? Objective indicators of memory, such as accuracy of memory? Or
the subjective feelings of memory, such as confidence and vividness?

The memory of events or circumstances in a particular place at a particular time is
called episodic memory; we can classify most of the laboratory tasks psychologists have
used to study memory over the past century as requiring episodic memory [4]. Episodic
memory consists of two components: item memory and source memory [5]. The former
refers to forms of memory that provide the basis for memory, and the latter refers to the
recall of the context in which facts or information were acquired. The source memory
experiment belongs to the recognitionmemory task used in the study of scene extraction.
From the perspective of episodic memory, recognition is supported by two extraction
processes, familiarity and recall. According to the dual processing theory, familiarity
supports item recognition by providing a general sense of stimulating obsolescence,
while recall supports the extraction of contextual information from the study. Thus,
from a dual process perspective, the performance of the source memory task necessarily
requires recall because the source task involves the participant reporting specific details
of the original coding context that were not included in the retrieval cues presented
during the test. More importantly for now, recall is thought to support the retrieval of
many different types of associations between the elements of a set. For example, source
information can refer to encoding details that were extrinsic to the retrieval cue (e.g.,
the background colour or task performed on the stimulus), or details that were intrinsic
(e.g., the colour, font or pitch of a studied stimulus). Recollection therefore supports
the retrieval of both extrinsic and intrinsic episodic source information. As we outline
below, in the current investigation we specifically manipulate the nature of the source
information (i.e., extrinsic vs. intrinsic context) that has to be retrieved.

A number of studies have explored the impact of emotion on item memory, how-
ever, with conflicting results. Previous research has shown that emotion can enhance
item memory [6], but the results of some other studies have shown that emotion can
damage item memory [7]. It is noteworthy that else studies have demonstrated there is
no correlation between emotion and item memory [8]. When it comes to the effects of
emotions on source memories, the results are also mixed. Although many studies have
demonstrated the effect of emotion on source memory, one study found that emotion has
no effect on source memory. Even researchers can find that in most studies, emotions
have been found to enhance item memory but impair source memory. As one can see
from previous findings, many studies have examined the effect of emotion on item and
source memory, and the results between the two have not been consistent.

Participants strongly believe that they can remember details of emotion-
alitems/events.However, there is little evidence suggesting better performance (memory)
on emotional items than on nonemotional items. One of the concepts to be presented here
is emotion cues. Emotion cues are verbal or nonverbal hints to a patients’ underlying
state, which are often ambiguous. For instance, in research paradigms to assess emotion
identification, physicians are presented with an emotion cue and asked to judge whether
the patient is angry, sad, happy, etc. Emotion cues are selected by researchers; physi-
cians are made aware the stimuli contain an emotion and do not have to detect when the
emotion cues occur. But if some emotional cues can affect individuals’ memory ability,
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we can use them when we are studying so that we get improved efficiency. There are
some experiments done previously studied memories of details in pictures that contain
emotional cues. Kensinger [9] demonstrated that participants remember more details
when having negative emotional cues. In tasks requiring people to indicate whether they
vividly remember an event or simply know that it occurred, negative events tend to be
“remembered” more often than positive ones. In his study, negative emotion can lead to
fewer reconstructive-memory errors than positive emotion, consistent with evidence that
individuals in a negative mood process information in an analytical and detailed fashion,
whereas people in a positive mood rely on broader schematic or thematic information
and ignore the details. Participants learned about visual objects embedded in the edges of
negative or neutral pictures. The results showed that the recognition memory of negative
images was better than that of neutral images. However, he failed to demonstrate that
positive emotion cues have the same impact on detail-remembering. In this research, the
study seeks to give answers to whether emotional cues can improve memory accuracy.
This work manipulate participants’ emotions by having them watch a video that causes
them happiness or a nonemotional video and then give them tests to measure the impact
of that video.

2 Goal and Hypothesis

To fully understand the essential reason for participants’ strong belief in remembering
emotional items’ detail, this work assumes that emotional cues can stimulate some part
of peoples’ body system and it can temporarily increase people’s ability of encoding
information and retrieve memories. Specifically, the goal of this work is to test whether
positive emotions have an impact on verbalmemory accuracy. The null hypothesis of this
study is that there was no difference in retrieving-memory accuracy in verbal memories
when participants get positive emotional cues and nonemotional cues.And the alternative
hypothesis is that positive emotional cues help to increase the ability to retrieve verbal
memories.

3 Methods

3.1 Participants

There are 40 participants in this study. They aged from 17 to 21. All participants were
either Undergraduate students in the United States or High School students in China, in
which all of them are Chinese.

3.2 Verbal Memory Task

Participants were instructed to learn a list of 42 neutral words at the beginning of the test.
All words are selected from a normalized list of words [10]. All words were presented
simultaneously for 5 min for participants to learn (see Fig. 1). A video that was supposed
to manipulate participants’ emotions was then presented for participants to watch, where
the videoswere about 10–15min. After watching the given video, participantswere given
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Note. Participants were instructed to remember all of them in 5 minutes. 

Fig. 1. 42 Words List [Owner-draw]

Note. “fast” and “take” (new) were either semantically or visually related to “rapid” and “task” 

(old). 

Fig. 2. Multiple Choice Questions [Owner-draw]

8 multiple choice questions (5 at a time, 40 in total), some of which were old (20) and
some new (20). New words were similar (lure) words that were either semantically or
visually related to the old words (see Fig. 2).

3.3 Intervention

Participants viewed an online video after the encoding period of the verbal memory
task. We used different videos to manipulate participants’ emotions depending on which
group they were in. Experimental group contained a video that can raise the feeling of
happiness, which includes a comic dialogue. Control group’s video contained a history
content that was not likely to raise any emotion. Both videos are presented in Chinese
[11, 12].
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3.4 Procedure

The test was a virtual test where participants were asked to complete it at home. To
make sure all participants were energetic, participants were asked to do the test during
daytime. Participants were randomly assigned to either experimental group (positive)
or control group (neutral). Words list and multiple choice questions were the same in
two groups, while given videos were either a video that was demonstrated with positive
emotion or video that was demonstrated with neutral emotion. The independent variable
in the studywas the type of videos (positive or neutral) that participants watched between
encoding and recognition phases of the verbal memory task. The dependent variable in
the study was the memory accuracy participants have on the verbal memory task.

3.5 Measure

Memory performance (memory accuracy) were measured by calculating how many old
words participants could successfully recognize divided by 20, which is the number of
total correct answers (from old words). The overall testing time each participant had
to decide whether they were following the instructions of this work or not were also
measured. All data showing not following the instructions of experimenters would be
deleted.

4 Results

19 experimental group samples and 21 control group samples were received at first. In
order to use all valid data, 10 of them were deleted because their overall testing time
was below 20 min (which is the least time participants needed to complete all parts of
it, including watching videos and remembering words). Samples then had been left with
30 samples including 13 from the experimental group and 17 from the control group, 11
women and 19 men. The memory accuracy of each participant was calculated by having
their overall correct answers number divided by 20. So that the accuracies were between
0 to 1.

To start with,means and standard deviations of each groupwere calculated to exclude
any outliers (see Fig. 3), and there were no outliers excluded. Bar Graph was made to
visualize mean data comparison of two groups (see Fig. 4).

R-code was used to calculate two groups’ mean difference. Normality test was used
at first to make sure whether two groups’ data were normal distribution. If it was not
normally distributed, other methods would be used to analyze the data. Shapiro-Wilk
Normality testwas applied to the analysis. The P valueswere 0.4548 for the control group
and 0.6547 for the experimental group respectively (see Fig. 5). Therefore, I failed to
reject the null hypothesis, indicating that the. Memory accuracy of both positive and
neural groups can be considered to conform to the normal distribution.

Then, unpaired t-test was used to verify whether there is a significant difference
between two groups’ means. The P-value of the unpaired t-test was 0.3656 (degree of
freedom was 28), which is far greater than 0.05 (see Fig. 6). This indicated that this
research failed to reject the null hypothesis (which is that there is no or slight impact of
emotional cues on verbal memory accuracy), and that there is no obvious difference in
the accuracy between the neutral group and the positive group.
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Note. Mean, Standard Deviation and Error were calculated on Excel. 

Fig. 3. Basic Data [Owner-draw]

Note. Bar Graph depicting the mean-accuracy difference between neutral and positive groups. 

Error bars are +- .043835(left) and .042569(right). 

Fig. 4. Groups Means Comparison [Owner-draw]

5 Discussion

The experiment was designed to test whether positive emotions have an impact on verbal
memory accuracy. The results of the work indicated that there is no or slight impact of
emotional cues on verbal memory accuracy, and that there is no obvious difference in
the accuracy between the neutral group and the positive group. The view of this work
supported that positive emotion had no or only slight help on increasing people’smemory
accuracy, consistent with some previous observations.

According toFredrickson, positive emotions expand the range of attention, cognition,
action, and the range of perception, thought, and action currently in the mind, thus
counteracting the damaging effects of greater semantic relevance [13]. Based on such
speculation, we expect that positive emotions have no effect on cognition. As well, from
the perspective of Sharot and Yonelinas, only when the background information related
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Note. The first line refers to the R-code, and the rest of them are the results of the R-code. The 

left side is the control (neutral) group, while the right side is the experimental (positive) group. 

Fig. 5. Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test In R-Code [Owner-draw]

Note.  P- Value of unpaired test is 0.3656 

Fig. 6. Unpaired T-Test In R-Code [Owner-draw]

to emotional stimuli provides individuals with some adaptive value, or is very important
to predict the future events, emotions can enhance the source memory [14]. In this
study, stimulus of the verbal memory task which may not have enough adaptive value or
not have enough importance to predict the future events, resulted in the non-significant
impact. The vast majority of research on emotional memory is completely focused on
the comparison on the performance of the negative and neutral information, while this
work has focused on comparing the performance of the positive and neutral information.
This theoretical basis of the work is consistent with the generality of a recent discovery
by Schmidt et al., in which emotional valence and arousal interact in the context of
item recognition performance [15]. The high-arousal positive titer images were thought
to have better recognition and were attributed to more self-referential coding of the
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positive stimulus by the participants. And the current findings reaffirm the importance
of including a range of emotional stimuli in future studies. The data also suggest a new
theoretical prediction: positive emotional valence information is more easily unified
than negative emotional information, resulting in the dissociative effects of negative and
positive valence on memory.

Theremay also be such a theoretical explanation for the lack of significant promotion
effect of positive emotions on memory accuracy shown by the implementation results
of this study. Since memory consolidation takes time [16]. The longer the retention
interval, the longer the time devoted to memory consolidation, and correspondingly, the
longer the positive emotions act on memory consolidation. It is likely that an enhanced
effect of positive affect will manifest itself as the holding interval is prolonged. The
retention intervals in this study were much shorter, unlike previous studies that used
longer retention intervals, such as 1week. Therefore, it is reasonable to show that positive
emotions have slight or no influence in this study.

6 Conclusion

The study assumes that there are some reasons for people to believe that they can remem-
ber emotion-included scenarios, and the study gives an alternative hypothesis stating that
positive emotions can increase people’s memory accuracy. This experiment manipulated
participants’ emotion by having them watch videos that include emotional cues (either
containing positive emotion cues or non emotion cues). Memory accuracy was mea-
sured by having participants do a words-remembering test. The final analysis showed
that there wasn’t a strong difference in memory accuracy between people with positive
emotion and people with neutral emotion, indicating that positive emotion had no or
only slight help on increasing people’s memory accuracy. Issues with repetitive video.
In the experimental group, some participants reported that they have watched that video
before, and they might not want to laugh again for the same joke. This indicated that
some participants in the experimental group did not have positive emotions as the work
expected.

Not following the instructions of experimenters. In this test, 10 subjects’ data were
deleted due to test-time being too short. Since this test was done online, it was hard to
have all participants follow the instructions of experimenters. They might not follow
the instructions for reasons. Male and Female proportions were not equal. There were
only 17.6% women in the experimental group, while there were 61.5% women in the
control group. There might be a gender difference that the study did not control. Since
the conclusion is that positive emotions have little improvement in memory accuracy,
there might be some other reasons for people to believe that emotion-related memories
can be remembered more vividly than non-emotion-related memories. Future research
could focus on some hormones in the body elicited by emotional cues, which could have
an effect on people’s memory accuracy. Or they can focus on some aspects like that
people think emotional events are important to be remembered for some reasons or that
people feel warm in an event and they are grateful for others.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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